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“Beginning investors have long assumed that there were a bunch of
good books about foreclosure. In fact, there were none. Now, fi nally,
there is one good one: John Schaub’s Building Wealth Buying
Foreclosures.” —John T. Reed, author of How to Buy Real Estate for at
Least 20% Below Market Value Foreclosures are one of the biggest real
estate investment opportunities available in today's market. They also
have a compelling benefit--when you buy a property on the brink of
foreclosure, you're solving that problem for the previous owner, and
getting a great deal in the process. Building Wealth Buying
Foreclosures helps you target top properties and get the best deal,
with tips on how to avoid scams, insight into the lender's perspective,
and a checklist that helps you keep track of every step of the way.
Inside information on how to Target only the right properties to buy
Negotiate the best price Get a good deal on a mortgage Make the right
offer at the right time Understand the lender's perspective Make sense
of title insurance Decide to rent or sell the property "This is the most
practical book on 'doing well by doing good' that I have ever read. My
only hesitation in recommending it is that I may find myself competing
against another investor who has read it because of my
recommendation."--Dr. Gary North, Remnant Review "With foreclosures
at an all time high, there’s never been a better opportunity to buy
good real estate at a bargain price. John Schaub, my favorite real
estate guru for 30 years, shows you how to do it without getting into
trouble. This book is a gold mine of how to buy real estate cheaply and
profitably. Most other real estate gurus do one or the other, but not
both! ̈" --Mark Skousen, Editor, Forecasts & Strategies "John is the
master of Real Estate Investing. His books show the reader how to
build a successful investment business. Building Wealth Buying
Foreclosures could not be more timely. This easy to understand and
friendly book is a must for anyone desiring to achieve wealth through
Real Estate." --Lisa Moren-Bromma, author of Wise Women in Real
Estate and Real Estate Investing for The Utterly Confused
It’s true that great deals on foreclosures can always be found, but your
ability to be successful is much greater when the number of
foreclosures is very high. And there has never been a time when more
foreclosure properties have been available than right now.
Foreclosures provide a steady stream of opportunities where investors
can buy houses at deep discounts. And investors know that all
profitable investing is based on the same basic principle-buy for a low
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price and sell it for more than you paid
Learn all about short-sales, the hottest topic in today’s real estate
investing market, with Short-Sale Pre-Foreclosure Investing: How to
Buy "No-Equity" Properties Directly from the Bank -- at Huge Discounts.
Understand how to buy properties at big discounts, creating windfall
profits. Using this guide, you can access information about a topic that
90% of real estate agents and investors know nothing about. Discover
how to make huge profits from the banks’ misfortune, how to help
homeowners in foreclosure while helping yourself, and how to stay on
the cutting edge of the down market.
The tax-smart guide for first-time buyers and second-home investors
Whether you're a first-time home buyer or a seasoned investor, this
practical guide covers everything you need to know to invest safely,
confidently, and profitably in today's real estate market-while getting
the most out of the latest tax laws. The Home Buyer's Advisor shows
you precisely what to look for in a real estate investment, where to find
the best buying opportunities, how to use proven holding strategies
such as land-banking and lease options, and how to make your home a
secure foundation for future real estate investments. Ideas for a secure
retirement are also included. Packed with ideas, strategies, and realworld examples, Andrew McLean's Home Buyer's Advisor will show you
how to: * Take advantage of a wide range of financing methods, such
as originating new VA, FHA, and conventional loans; loan assumption;
wrap-around loans; and other alternative financing methods * Hunt for
bargain properties using the Internet * Profit from HUD and VA
repossessions and bank foreclosures, and bid for property at special
auctions * Use professional appraisal techniques to ensure you're
getting the best value for your investment * Utilize smart investment
strategies and holding techniques * Manage properties without all the
hassles * Minimize, defer, and transfer more of your tax liability * And
much more!
Make real estate part of your investing strategy Do you want to get
involved in real estate investing, but aren't quite sure where to start?
This is your go-to resource for making sense of the subject. Written by
industry experts Eric Tyson and Robert Griswold, this new edition of
Real Estate Investing For Dummies offers timely, proven, practical, and
actionable advice to overcome the challenges of the market and keep
yourself one step ahead of the competition. With the help of this
straightforward and time-tested information, you'll get the know-how
to wisely and confidently make smart, sound, and informed real estate
investing decisions that will reap big rewards. Highlights include: The
Tax Reform and Jobs Act bill that took effect in 2018 The best types of
investment properties for different types of investors NNN (triple nets)
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investments and REITs/TICs Tech applications to support property
management operations and accounting A step-by-step primer for
preparing to buy, identifying the property, due diligence, closing the
transaction, leasing the property and ongoing operations and property
management. There’s no time like the present to jump into the real
estate market—as first-time investors or experienced investors who
want to brush up on the changes that have occurred in the market.
For every investor searching for the best way to earn big returns on a
modest investment, here's the most complete, up-to-date guide to
buying and managing apartment buildings, town houses, or singlefamily houses. This useful resource also includes advice on: Evaluating
specific properties Locating your "diamond in the rough" Negotiating
your purchase Financing your real estate holding Overcoming inflation
and taxes Using success-proven strategies to generate income From
making the first acquisition and showing and renting units to
pyramiding investments and retiring on real estate holding, this is an
invaluable guide to making money-wise and profitable investments.
Andrew James McLean is the author of The Complete Guide to Real
Estate Loans, Real Estate: The Ultimate Handbook, and Foreclosures:
How to Profitably Invest in Distressed Real Estate.
A Handbook for First-Time Buyers and Second-Home Investors
Investing in Real Estate
Real Estate Investing For Dummies
Making Money in Foreclosures: How to Invest Profitably in Distressed
Real Estate
77 Secrets to Saving Thousands on Distressed Properties!
Make Money in Short-Sale Foreclosures
The Pre-Foreclosure Property Investor's Kit
How to Invest Profitably in Distressed Real Estate
Money Management Information Source Book
Foreclosures
Trump University Real Estate 101
IMPORTANT GENERAL AND BASIC INFORMATION THAT APPLIES
AT ANY TIME AND ANYWHERE THESE DAYS AND IN THE FUTURE
WHEN INVESTING IN REAL ESTATE, NOT ONLY WHEN
PURCHASING YOUR FIRST REAL ESTATE BUT ALSO WHEN MOVING
OR EXPANDING YOUR REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT. IMPORTANT
INFORMATION ON PROPERTY PROFILE, MORTGAGE LOAN
PROCESS, INTEREST RATES, DOWN PAYMENT, MONTHLY
PAYMENTS, CLOSING COSTS, LIFE OF THE LOAN, INTEREST
RATES, PROPERTY TAXES, INSURANCES, AND MORE. FAIR
MARKET VALUE VERSUS APPRAISAL VALUE. WHERE AND WHEN
TO BUY? ECONOMIC EFFECTS THAT MAY AFFECT YOUR
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INVESTMENTS. WHAT TO DO AND HOW TO FACE THE ECONOMIC
CRISIS TO AVOID LOSING YOUR HOME
As demand for real estate has skyrocketed, so have prices. But finding
affordable properties to buy and sell for profit has actually never been
easier! Why? Because foreclosures are at an all-time high, meaning
banks and other lenders have unprecedented numbers of properties they
are all too eager to unload. That’s your opportunity to acquire prime
properties -- both residential and commercial -- at incredible value, and
build a substantial real estate portfolio that should give you great returns
for years to come. But as easy as it might seem to be to profit in the
foreclosure market, the route to success is rife with hazards that can
quickly turn your journey into a disaster. A few precautions and some
careful preparation can prevent a lot of headaches -- and bad
investments -- down the road. The Complete Guide to Investing in
Foreclosures is written to help you identify and take advantage of
opportunities while avoiding the pitfalls. Best-selling author Steve Berges
gives you: * Secrets for finding great properties before they’re public
knowledge * Foolproof strategies for buying properties at all stages of
foreclosure * Important information you need to know before investing in
any foreclosure * Powerful ways to take advantage of little-known
alternatives like HUD, SBA, VA, and IRS properties, Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac foreclosures, pre- and post-foreclosure opportunities, and a
lot more * A full selection of value assessment tools, lead-generation
strategies, and practical step-by-step processes * The 7 Caveats of
Investing in Foreclosures Foreclosures may be the quickest and most
reliable way to profit in real estate–but you’ve got to know what you’re
doing. Whether you’re new to the game or are already experienced in
buying and selling foreclosed properties, The Complete Guide to
Investing in Foreclosures gives you everything you need to make smart
moves at every stage of the process.
"Filled with creative strategies that work in today's market. A must-read
for the real estate investor!" -Albert Lowry, PhD, New York Times
bestselling author of How You Can Become Financially Independent by
Investing in Real Estate A few years ago, even reckless real estate
investors could still make money because the market was booming. But
many markets have softened, and making a profit isn't as simple as it
used to be. However-with the right strategy and long-term thinking-there
is still plenty of money to be made in real estate. If you're willing to look
outside your local market, you'll discover emerging markets that are
booming. And there are also smart investing strategies that work
especially well in slowing markets. You can do it! You just need the new
rules and wise tactics you'll find in this practical, profitable guide: *
Invest in up-and-coming, high-growth emerging markets * Learn the
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powerful strategy of market-timing * Use lease options to get more for
your money * Learn creative strategies to engineer hands-off
investments * Find foreclosures and other hidden bargains * Invest in
bargain-rate new construction projects There are great deals hiding in
every real estate market, and this book makes finding those values easy.
Whether you want to locate the next up-and-coming growth markets, or
find creative ways to finance your investments, Making Hard Cash in a
Soft Real Estate Market is a savvy guide to investing for anyone who
wants to play it safe and profitably.
Welcome to the world of buying foreclosed homes at auction--a real
estate strategy that lets you remove the middleman, decrease your
competition, and buy at a discount. Bidding for properties on the
courthouse steps while competing in real time with other investors is a
thrilling experience. There's nothing like it in the world of real estate,
but there's also a lot to learn. With dozens of insider auction secrets that
are proven to help maximize returns, Bidding to Buy will show you the
skills you need to successfully bid at auction, then turn a healthy profit
on your investment. Successfully buying foreclosures isn't a matter of
luck, and it isn't for insiders only. However, it does require a
process--one that can be repeated for optimal returns. In this book, you'll
find a full blueprint of the foreclosure process, including the repeatable
five-step method that the authors have used to buy thousands of
properties. Discover a new kind of real estate investment and uncover
profits on your local courthouse steps! Inside, you'll learn how to: Find
properties before they are broadly exposed to the market Understand
the entire foreclosure process and how it differs from state to state
Conduct complete title research and develop an eye for red flags
Navigate the potential risks and pitfalls behind a live auction Access
property listings and early posting data Build an accurate financial
analysis on any available property Acquire creative and alternative
financing methods, including no-cash solutions Complete critical postauction steps, such as evicting tenants
The bestselling coauthor of Investing in Real Estate reveals the secrets
behind one of the hottest investment strategies available-foreclosed real
estate REO (or bank-owned) foreclosures offer incredible profits-but
you might be fearful of buying bad properties, or getting into bidding
wars with other prospective buyers. This insider's guide to buying and
selling foreclosed property shows how to reduce the risk, find top
properties, and rake in the profits. It's an all-in-one handbook packed
with professional secrets, such as where to find the best deals, when to
make the smartest offer, and how to resell at the maximum price. Even in
a fluctuating market, it's one investment that really pays off.
Are you really ready to invest in the real estate market? This is the
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question the Smart & Easy Guide to Real Estate Investing asks you at
the end of the introduction, after giving you an overview of the
intricacies and peculiarities of the real estate business. Replete with
practical and professional advice and step-by-step, easy guidance, this
book should be read by everyone who intends buying a property for any
reason.Written by a Realtor who today holds a broad portfolio of local
and international properties, this Guide offers only genuine, unbiased
advice for the benefit of an average real estate investor. However, the
guidance herein can be used for buying residential and commercial
properties of all sizes and value.Some of the topics of this Smart & Easy
Guide include:• Real estate planning • Property selection, inspection
and evaluation• How to go about raising the finances• How to control
risk and boost your ROI• Bargaining and negotiating the best deal•
Timing your buying and selling decisions• Flipping and foreclosures•
Considerations for renting a property• Commercial real estate
investments and their complications• Tax issues facing investors•
Investing in real estate mutual fundsReal estate can be termed as the
sturdiest of all businesses. Barring exceptions, the value of a property in
a growing market always goes up, unlike stock investments and other
types of business. Also, unlike stocks, bonds or forex, property is a real
asset. However, the real estate business is not free of problems and
pitfalls. Making money with property investments requires a good
understanding of the market and a lot of hard work. The book covers
every aspect of real estate investing and gives you specific directions to
channelize your energies. If you have failed to plan, you have planned to
fail. The first thing that you need is an investment plan, and that's what
the first chapter after the introduction talks about. It prompts you to
think about various aspects of your investment, and gives you valuable
tips about selecting and inspecting properties. Financing your real estate
investment is a critical area, and the book covers the subject
comprehensively, giving you solid advice about the available avenues of
financing and the ones that you should be going for.As the saying in the
real estate business goes, 'you don't make money selling properties, but
buying them'. It is important to negotiate a good price and buy properties
at below their assessed market value if you want a high ROI on your
sale. The book has a chapter on bargaining, which contains some valuable
tips on the subject.Sticking to a property for too long or selling it too
soon can be counterproductive. Timings of your investment and
liquidation are key, and the Guide lets you in on some insights that must
have take the author years of real estate investing to acquire. Man has a
natural affinity to land, and real estate can be a fulfilling business,
provided it's profitable. Like any other business, real estate also has
specific considerations that are often unknown to a fresh starter. This
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Smart & Easy Guide provides the roadmap to profitable real estate
investing for everyone.
Foreclosure Myths
Find the Next High-Growth Emerging Markets, Buy New
Construction--at Big Discounts, Uncover Hidden Properties, Raise
Private Funds When Bank Lending is Tight
How To Make Millions in Foreclosures Now
Bidding to Buy
How to Buy "No-Equity" Properties Directly from the Bank -- at Huge
Discounts
Building Real Estate Wealth in a Changing Market: Reap Large Profits
from Bargain Purchases in Any Economy
Real Estate Investment
Foreclosure Investing For Dummies
Reality Based Real Estate Investing
Real Estate Investment Education
The Complete Guide to Equity Purchases and the Laws Governing
Distress Sales
When it comes to investing in real estate, even experienced investors can be perplexed. Real Estate
Investing for the Utterly Confused makes sense of it all, with the nuts-and bolts information you need
to profit in this hot area of investing. Investment options are explained step-by-step and applied to a
diverse array of investment options, including residential, commercial, land, and mobile homes.
Inside, you'll learn about Pros and cons of flipping properties Investing in tax-deferred real estate
Foreclosures Lease options Profitable rehabbing strategies Knowing when to hold for the long term
Tried and true negotiating and investing techniques
Pre-foreclosure real estate is one of the hottest investment opportunities on the market. The PreForeclosure Property Investor?s Kit offers step-by-step instruction and no-nonsense advice on how to
find great deals, estimate fair market value, negotiate with sellers, sell your property on your own, and
win big in real estate. You?ll learn how to get the best deals on foreclosure properties before they go
to auction and utilize simple ready-made worksheets, checklists, forms, and agreements that make
getting started easy. Even people of modest means can get into pre-foreclosure investing—all it takes is
a little hard work, persistence, and the tools you?ll find in this handy guide.
Your investing options aren’t confined to stocks, bonds, and mutual funds. Those are merely the most
common investments and, as recent history proves, certainly not the safest or most profitable. How to
Make Money in Alternative Investments introduces you to more than 40 places to invest your money
outside the traditional avenues. Popular tax-strategist team Hubert and Lisa Bromma have written a
prescriptive guide to help you take your portfolio to the next step. The key is to invest directly in an
entity and to design your investment to be tax-free or tax-deferred. How to Make Money in Alternative
Investments is your blueprint to entering unique markets, including: Private Lending Precious Metals
Natural Resources “Green” Investing International Sources Real Estate Business-to-Business Cash
Flows How to Make Money in Alternative Investments provides you with numerous success stories
that illustrate exactly how it’s done—from one investor who makes private loans of $50,000 that
return 12.5 percent interest to another who makes millions investing in water rights in Wyoming.
True financial freedom today begins and ends with you. No longer can you trust a third party to make
the wisest possible decisions regarding your future. You need to reject the “standard” double-digit
losses of your life savings and take control of your own investments. How to Make Money in
Alternative Investments helps you branch out on your own by making intelligent choices in the
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markets where you see potential. It’s the only way to avoid losses in our struggling economy—and it’s
the best way to build wealth that will see you well into the future.
A step-by-step guide for one wanting to obtain distressed property. Terminology, negotiations,
property management are a few topics discussed.
Covers real estate investment, purchase negotiation, pyramiding, property management, and
retirement income based on home equity
This book teaches investors how to negotiate with banks to buy properties at big discounts, creating
windfall profits for the investor.
Hearing Before the Committee on Financial Services, U.S. House of Representatives, One Hundred
Tenth Congress, First Session, September 20, 2007
The ForeclosureS.com Guide to Advanced Investing Techniques You Won't Learn Anywhere Else
Don't Fall into Traps When Buying a House
How to Profitably Invest in Distressed Real Estate
Hearing Before the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, United States Senate, Ninetyfourth Congress, Second Session, on S.3693 ... November 19, 1976
California Residential Foreclosures
Finding Profitable Deals
Real Estate Investing for the Utterly Confused
Creative Solutions and Secrets for Buying, Selling and Saving your Home!
Building Wealth With Real Estate Investments
The Home Buyer's Advisor
If you are interested in learning the mechanics of buying and selling homes in foreclosure from
the experts, then this book is for you. California Residential Foreclosures takes you beyond the
foreclosure hype and into the practical mechanics and legal framework required to successfully
execute a sale or purchase of distressed residential property. Buyers and sellers will learn how
to confidently complete transactions with simple step-by-step examples while gaining a
comprehensive understanding of the pitfalls and prevailing laws that govern such transactions.
Furthermore, this book will arm the equity purchase (EP) investor with the expertise needed to
apply all EP rules, while personally handling the negotiations and documentation necessary to
contract for, escrow and acquire a home during the period the property is in foreclosure. Real
estate licensees and lawyers will find a comprehensive and complete treatment of the subject
matter. Whether you act as an agent to a transaction or as an attorney advisor to a client, this
book provides the most current laws and covers all the relevant statutory provisions that control
interactions between sellers-in-foreclosure and investors. As this book goes to print, pending
legislation may even require brokers representing EP investors to be bonded. Filled with scores
of case examples that present the subject matter in an easy to understand, hands-on approach,
California Residential Foreclosures will arm homeowners, investors, licensees and attorneys
with the tools necessary to handle all aspects of the sale and acquisition of residential property
in foreclosure.
The Riches Are in the Niches. Do you desire financial independence and passive income?
Being a real estate investor can transform those desires into realities and allow you to live life to
the fullest and even to retire early. To achieve all that real estate investing can offer you, finding
profitable deals are a must. But how to find deals that turn a tidy profit rather than give you a 'red
ink' migraine? Where are they? What do they look like? What does every investor need to know
about them? Which real estate niches deliver results while eliminating much competition? You
may already have attended an endless number of seminars, Real Estate Investment (REI)
gatherings, and scoured the internet for the best real estate investments. If so, you may have
discovered that finding profitable deals is not as easy as it appears. In fact, it can exhaust - and
be fraught with financial peril - to search for, locate, and execute on a profitable real estate deal.
That's where Finding Profitable Deals gives investors like you a leg up. Written by long-time real
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estate professional and real estate investor Gabrielle Dahms, the book details essential
information about residential and commercial real estate niches. Armed with this information,
augmented by the author's considerable experience in up, down, and flat real estate markets,
investors hit the ground running. Finding Profitable Deals offers investors an inside look at real
estate niches. All in one place and without hype. You'll learn: * What niche markets exist. *
Choosing the right niche for you. * Sorting the wheat from the chaff. * How to gain a competitive
advantage. * What resources you need to succeed. * Where and how to find real estate niche
leads. * Real estate marketing basics. * 11 strategies to build wealth. Finding Profitable Deals is
a compact reference for any serious investor. It is Volume 2 in The Real Estate Investor
Manuals series. Why piecemeal information when you can get it all in one place? Whether you
are interested in investing in foreclosures, probates, short sales, hotels, parking lots, or mobile
home parks, this book is for you. The riches are in the niches. For further details and FREE
special reports visit www.riches-in-niches.com.
Real Estate investing has been a tried and true path to accumulating wealth. It is also a lot of
work. There are many unseen pitfalls and risks. John Mazzara has successfully sold,
owned/managed, and financed investment properties since 1986. Experience counts. John
provides you will direction and recommendations so that you can correctly identify opportunities
in today's real estate investing marketplace. There are real life examples from the trenches.
Unlike other books, you will be given an overview of the big picture so that you can put it all
together: goals creation, property selection, holding period considerations, tax strategies,
correct financing, proper insurance and tenant management. The book title refers to "reality
based" investing because too many books base their information on unrealistic assumptions or
gloss over the work involved to become successful. This information is applicable to landlords
and budding real estate entrepreneurs everywhere.
Make Money and Help Your Community at the Same Time "This book shows you the most
powerful, practical system ever discovered to make money buying pre-foreclosures. If you
follow its advice, it could make you rich." --Brian Tracy, bestselling author of The Psychology of
Achievement "What great content and a fresh approach to the business of foreclosure investing.
Alexis has it right--believe in yourself and what you do, be open and honest with others, and
work hard. You'll make a great living and enjoy life along the way." --Barbara Corcoran, founder
of the Corcoran Group and bestselling author of If You Don't Have Big Breasts, Put Ribbons on
Your Pigtails: And Other Lessons I Learned from My Mom "This book shares with readers the
right and moral way to invest in pre-foreclosures. Author Alexis McGee shows you that you can
help homeowners and make a profit. This book is a must for all real estate investors, whether
you are working on your first deal or your twentieth!" --Diane Kennedy, bestselling author of
Loopholes of the Rich and coauthor of The Maui Millionaires "Want to make money the honest
way? Read Alexis McGee's great ideas on real estate foreclosures, and you'll have acces to a
wealth of know-how, experience, and years of success. You'll learn from people who have done
it--not just ideas, but stuff that works in the real world." --Ron Willingham, author of The Inner
Game of Selling and Integrity Selling for the 21st Century
Markets change-smart investors adapt. No matter what the state of the real estate market, there
is wealth to be made, and the basics of smart investing still apply. In Building Real Estate
Wealth in a Changing Market, John Schaub shows you how you can invest and thrive in any
market. Change creates chaos, but it also creates opportunity for those who can recognize it
and react. Schaub helps you find hidden deals and shows you how to cash-in on the great
bargains available in a slowing market. If you want to invest safely and profitably, you'll find a
wealth of expert guidance on: Predicting change in your local market Profiting from change in
individual neighborhoods Protecting your investments from market fluctuation Selling profitably
in a buyer's market Finding foreclosures, pre-foreclosures and other distressed properties
Buying from banks and other lenders Buying properties from other investors Plus, you'll discover
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Schaub's step-by-step, ten-year plan for creating wealth. When you combine these wise
investing tips and tactics with a proven long-term plan, you'll build wealth to last a lifetime.
“Gurus I respect...are people who have been in the business and love it and want to help
people be successful investors...like John Schaub.”-John T. Reed, Money Magazine "On my
scale of one to 10, this outstanding book rates an off-the-chart 12."- Bob Bruss
How to make your first million investing in real estate.
How to Make Money in Alternative Investments
Real Estate The American Dream? or Nightmare?
Making Money in Foreclosures
Investment Policy Act of 1976
Warning-Tips and Techniques Can Make You Rich
How to Make Your First Million Investing in Real Estate
The Home Equity Kit
Business Analysis to Make Money Flipping & Renting Properties
How to Bypass Owners and Buy Directly from Lenders
A Value Based Approach
Making Hard Cash in a Soft Real Estate Market

A fully revised, new edition of one of the bestselling real estate
investing guides of all time Through its five previous editions,
Investing in Real Estate has shown investors how to intelligently
build wealth with their investments in houses, condominiums, and
small apartment buildings. Unlike many titles in this genre,
Investing in Real Estate steers clear of the hyped-up “no cash, no
credit, no problem” promises. Instead, it provides sound, real-world
advice and instruction that reflects the author’s time-tested wisdom
and experience. This book shows you how to invest profitably, safely,
and reliably as you navigate the risks and opportunities of today’s
property market. It covers all the topics investors need to master,
including how to find, negotiate, finance, lease out, and manage
your property acquisitions. Plus, you will discover how to add tens of
thousands of dollars of value to nearly any property. Whether you
plan to start investing or move your current investing strategy to a
higher level, two decades of sales success testifies to the fact that
this investing guide stands superior to any others that you will find.
This new edition covers all the recent changes in the market,
including the latest housing rescue legislation from Congress, a
historical review of how to profit from property cycles, and
insightful new ways to gain from the current excess inventories of
for-sale properties, foreclosures, and REOs. • Author Gary W. Eldred
has also authored ten other successful real estate titles, including
The Beginner’s Guide to Real Estate Investing, The 106 Mistakes
Homebuyers Make—and How to Avoid Them, and The 106 Mortgage
Secrets that All Borrowers Must Learn—but Lenders Don’t Tell •
Completely revised to cover current ways to prosper in today’s
property markets • Includes new, insider techniques for foreclosure
investing • Features fifteen new ways to profit with property
investments • Shows you how to buy properties for less than they
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are worth from many sources including auctions, bank sales, and
homebuilders Investing in Real Estate, Sixth Edition retains its
premier position as the most reliable, informative, and
comprehensive guides to successful real estate investing.
MAKE MONEY IN SHORT-SALE FORECLOSURES Foreclosures are
the most profitable way to invest in real estate. But most real estate
books on foreclosures don't tell you how to invest in short-sale
foreclosures--properties with even more profit potential than
regular foreclosures. A short-sale foreclosure is a lender accepting a
loan payoff for less than the amount owed. This comprehensive new
guide from renowned real estate authors Chantal and Bill Carey
covers all the ins and outs of short-sale foreclosure investing, from
finding properties to negotiating with lenders, to closing the deal
and making a bundle. Inside you'll find all the information you need
to succeed: * Finding great short-sale foreclosure deals * Dealing
with owners in financial distress * When to buy short-sale
foreclosures * Creating equity in foreclosure properties * Writing
successful short-sale offers * FHA, VA, and private mortgage
insurance short-sales * Purchasing short-sale properties at auction *
Understanding escrow, closing, and title insurance * Flipping shortsale properties
This book fills a gap in the existing resources available to students
and professionals requiring an academically rigorous, but
practically orientated source of knowledge about real estate finance.
Written by a bank vice-president who for many years has practiced
as a commercial lender and who teaches real estate investment at
university level, and an academic whose area of study is finance and
particularly valuation, this book will lead readers to truly
understand the fundamentals of making a sound real estate
investment decision. The focus is primarily on the valuation of
leased properties such as apartment buildings, office buildings,
retail centers, and warehouse space, rather than on owner occupied
residential property.
Trump University books are practical, straightforward primers on
the basics of doing business the Trump way—successfully. Written
by leading experts and including an inspiring Foreword by Trump
himself, these books present smart business wisdom illustrated with
real-life examples from Trump and other world-renowned experts.
Perfect for anyone who wants to get ahead in business without the
cost of an MBA, these street-smart guides provide real-world
business advice based on the one thing you can't get in any business
school—experience. In Trump University Real Estate 101, Second
Edition, you'll learn how to: Develop your entrepreneurial abilities
and invest like a pro Make money especially in today's down market
Operate your rentals profitably even in weak markets Create instant
equity in any property Calculate the effects of financing on cash
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flows and property values Use options and assignments to tie up
properties Forecast market trends whether up or down Create and
enhance the value of any property And much more!
With the housing bubble of the past few years bursting and interest
rates on the rise, there has been an upsurge in the number of
foreclosures across the country, creating many opportunities for
profit. But investing in real estate foreclosure[s?] can be a tough
job, especially when a negative stigma is attached. How do you make
money while preserving your morals and trust? Foreclosure
Investing For Dummies shows you how to invest in foreclosures
ethically without being accused of stealing homes from “little old
ladies.” This step-by-step guide helps you thoroughly research
property, find the best opportunities, purchase foreclosures, and
avoid misleading distressed homeowners. This book doesn’t promise
quick profits through minimal work, but it will provide you with
invaluable information to become a successful investor, including:
Identifying opportunities and understanding risks Obtaining
information, tools, support, and resources Locating properties prior
to foreclosure Assisting homeowners through the foreclosure
process Acquiring properties below market value prior to the
auction Buying property at an auction, from lending institutions,
and government agencies Repairing, renovating, and selling or
leasing property This book provides tips and strategies for
refinancing your property and maximizing your profits. It also gives
you advice on how to assist homeowners, have them work with you,
and common mistakes you should avoid. It’s time to go out and
make the most of foreclosure investing, and with Foreclosure
Investing For Dummies by your side, your hard work and devotion
will bring tons of success!
This book will truly teach you 30 years of combined experience from
Megan and Zeke! if you want to BUY, SELL or SAVE your home this
is the book for you! After going through a financial crisis in
2007-2009 Megan realized there was no one out there to help that
does not have a biased opinion;so Megan decided to take all the
nasty and good things she had learned and truly help people across
the country! Megan has seen the worst financially, bounced checks,
tax liens, Bankruptcy, pawning jewlery..... everything as a financial
planner she cringed at she now had experienced and overcome By
the Grace of GOD. Megan and Zeke did overcome the worst financial
crisis they could have imagined so Megan decided to help the rest of
the world by teaching all the ways to get in and out of homes along
with other fantastic financial secrets no one in the financial world
wants you to know about! This book will not only help you buy, sell
or save your home but after reading it you will have more knowledge
than 90% of people out there on Real Estate! It will give you the
basic tools to help yourself and be able to make the best decision for
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you! Megan and Zeke believe in Prosperity through charity therefore
50% of book profits go to help people in financial crisis.
The Foreclosures.com Guide to Making Huge Profits Investing in
Pre-Foreclosures Without Selling Your Soul
Building Wealth Buying Foreclosures
The Complete Guide to Investing in Foreclosures
Legislative and Regulatory Options for Minimizing and Mitigating
Mortgage Foreclosures
A Step-By-Step Guide to Investing in Real Estate Foreclosures
The Smart & Easy Guide to Real Estate Investing
Buying and Managing Residential Real Estate
How to Make Money Buying Distressed Real Estate -- Before the
Public Auction
Short-Sale Pre-Foreclosure Investing
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